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Wanime : Anime : MangaGive the mother
of all early Christmas presents by giving
her husband-to-be the ultimate human

experience. You know, the kind of
experience that will eventually have you
waking up in a hospital and having your
vital organs removed from your body so
you can be replaced with a new human.

For his 32nd birthday, Jacob Cruz, of
Scottsdale, Ariz., decided to recreate the

ultimate man time machine, a time
travel experience that will finally make
his lover his wife. “I asked her to marry
me a few months ago, so I thought it

would be a great idea to have [her] pick
out a diamond ring that will never be

worn because I won’t see her anymore,”
said Cruz, 32. Cruz’s date, a woman
named Lindsey Gray, picked out the
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engagement ring, which was made from
an old wedding band. Cruz then

prepared for his wife time travel to 1994.
In an interview, Cruz explained why he
used a time machine rather than just

proposing to his wife, and how he
planned to use his time machine. “It was
a good decision because I’m going to get
married. I’m having a baby. I’m going to
be my wife’s husband and I’m going to
be my parents’ son-in-law,” said Cruz,
who is set to have a baby with Gray in

July. Cruz’s parents, Dan and Susan, had
a feeling about the future of their son

and have been blown away by his
dedication to the craft. “I’m in shock

right now. There’s something different
about him. He’s been like that ever since

he was a kid. We knew he’d be a good
father and a good husband, but we’ve

never seen him like this,” said Dan. Cruz
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used parts from an Xbox, part from a
typewriter, and an old-fashioned valve
radio. All the parts were gathered over
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